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Technology used by athletes to raise their game is being used on a car
assembly line. Employees at Ford’s Valencia engine assembly plant in
Spain are using a suit equipped with body tracking technology. The pilot,
created by Ford and the Instituto Biomecánica de Valencia has involved
70 employees in 21 work areas.

“It’s been proven on the sports field that, with motion tracking
technology, tiny adjustments to the way you move can have a huge
benefit,” said Javier Gisbert, production area manager at Ford’s Valencia
plant. “For our employees, changes made to work areas using similar
technology can ultimately ensure that, even on a long day, they are able to
work comfortably.”

The skin-tight suit has 15 tiny movement-tracking light sensors
connected to a wireless detection unit. It tracks how the person moves at
work, highlighting head, neck, shoulder and limb movements. Movement
is recorded by four motion-tracking cameras and captured as a 3D
skeletal character animation of the user.

Ergonomists then use the data to help employees align their posture
correctly. Ford is considering further rollout to its other European
manufacturing facilities.

Ford tests body-tracking technology

vehicle-electronics.biz @velectronicsmag

Toyota is investing
$500m in Uber to bring to
market autonomous ride-
sharing as a mobility
service at scale.

Technology from each
company will be inte-
grated into purpose-built
Toyota vehicles that will
be deployed on Uber’s
ride-sharing network.

“Combining efforts
with Uber, one of the pre-
dominant global ride-
sharing and automated
driving R&D companies,
could further advance fu-
ture mobility,” said
Shigeki Tomoyama, ex-
ecutive vice president at

Toyota. “This agreement
and investment mark an
important milestone in
our transformation to a
mobility company, as we
help provide a path for
safe and secure expansion
of mobility services.”

Uber and Toyota antici-
pate that mass-produced
autonomous vehicles will
be owned and operated
by mutually agreed third-
party autonomous fleet
operators.

“The deal is the first of
its kind for Uber and sig-
nals our commitment to
bringing world-class
technologies to the Uber

Toyota invests $500m in
Uber self-driving project

network,” said Dara
Khosrowshahi, Uber’s
CEO. “Our goal is to de-
ploy the world’s safest
self-driving cars on the
Uber network. This
agreement is another sig-
nificant step towards
making that a reality.
Uber’s advanced technol-
ogy and Toyota’s com-
mitment to safety and its
renowned manufacturing
prowess make this part-
nership a natural fit.”

The initial autonomous-
mobility as a service fleet
will be based on Toyota’s
Sienna minivan platform.
Uber’s autonomous driv-
ing system and the Toyota
Guardian automated
safety support system will
both be integrated into the
vehicles.

Toyota will also use its
mobility services plat-
form, its core information
infrastructure for con-
nected vehicles. Pilot-
scale deployments will
begin in the Uber ride-
sharing network in 2021.Dara Khosrowshahi (left) and Shigeki Tomoyama

Aisin Seiki,Advics, JTekt
and Denso have agreed to
establish a joint venture
company to develop inte-
grated ECU software for
automated driving and
vehicle dynamics control.
Denso will put in 65% of
the capital, Aison 25%,
Advics 5% and JTekt 5%.

The integrated ECU
manages components
such as sensors, brakes
and steering, which are
basic driving functions
and critical for automated
driving. The joint com-
pany will focus on expe-
diting the development of
more sophisticated soft-
ware required for larger
and more complex inte-
grated ECUs.

They each bring unique
strengths to the endeav-
our and will work to-
gether to develop and
provide software for inte-
grated ECUs that best fit
different car maker needs.

Details are still being
discussed and the plan is
for the company to launch
in March 2019. The col-
laboration of the four
companies will support
their commitment to de-
liver safe and secure mo-
bility for all.

Aisin Seiki and Denso
have also reached a basic
agreement to establish a
joint venture to develop
and sell electrification
driving modules.

The company will be
capitalised equally by the

Denso leads ECU software collaboration
two partners.

Electrification requires
a driving module package
that integrates key com-
ponents, such as
transaxles, motor genera-
tors and inverters. This
joint venture will develop

and sell driving modules
customised to meet per-
formance, cost and re-
gional requirements.

They will focus on driv-
ing modules for hybrids,
plug in hybrids, fuel cell
vehicles and electric vehi-

cles, especially in China
where the market for
electric vehicles is ex-
pected to expand rapidly.

Details are still being
discussed and the plan is
for this company also to
launch in March 2019.
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Audi and Ericsson are
collaborating on the use
of 5G technology for au-
tomotive production.

At Audi’s headquarters
in Ingolstadt, Germany,
the two companies agreed
on activities exploring the
potential of 5G as a fu-
ture-proof communica-
tions technology that can
meet the demands of au-
tomotive production.

They have signed an
MoU and in the coming
months experts from both
companies will run field
tests in a technical centre

at Audi’s lab in Gaimer-
sheim, Germany.

“The fully networked
factory will have a signif-
icant impact on the pro-
duction of the future,”
said Frank Loydl, Audi
CIO. “A powerful net-
work architecture that can
respond in real time is of
decisive importance for
us. As part of the project
with our partner Ericsson,
we are testing the oppor-
tunities offered by 5G for
industrial applications in
the smart factory.”

In addition to the Ingol-

Working with Hella,Audi
has integrated organic
LED technology into the
rear combination lamps
of its latest A8.

The appearance of
headlamps and rear com-
bination lamps is no
longer only relevant at
night; they have become
a significant distinguish-
ing characteristic for car
makers, with homoge-

nous lighting functions
having a greater impor-
tance.

Audi’s flagship car
demonstrates this trend
by incorporating it into
the lighting of its rear
combination lamps. Four
upright OLEDs of less
than 1mm width are built
into each unit and these
are subdivided into four
individually controllable

Audi and Ericsson
collaborate on 5G

stadt plant, Audi and Er-
icsson are exploring
whether 5G can be used
in other Audi factories.

“Ericsson is already
running 5G industry pro-
grammes all over the
world to help manufactur-
ers boost productivity and
create new business op-
portunities,” said Erik
Ekudden, group CTO at

Ericsson. “This project is
a great opportunity to see
what is possible when we
bring 5G into an automo-
bile production environ-
ment to truly enable smart
wireless manufacturing.”

The 5G technology has
many network character-
istics that are essential for
Industry 4.0 with increas-
ingly flexible and com-
plex processes. It allows
for faster data throughput
rates and more network
capacities, as well as
promising highly secure
availability. Moreover,
low latency ensures fast
response times between
equipment in the factory.

In the first phase, Audi
and Ericsson will test a
latency-critical applica-
tion using wirelessly con-
nected production robots
equipped with a gluing
application, a commonly
used technique in auto
body construction.

The planned infrastruc-
ture at the technical cen-
tre in Gaimersheim will
include the implementa-
tion of 5G in a simulated
production environment
that mirrors those of
Audi’s plant in Ingolstadt
and other locations.

Audi and Ericsson test 5G for vehicle production

...and Audi integrates OLED
technology from Hella

segments, two for the an-
gular tail light and two for
the luxury saloon’s stop
light. These enable differ-
ent leaving-home or com-
ing-home light scenarios.

The OLEDs, which are
made from layers of or-
ganic semiconductor, can
be distributed across a
carrier material and with
two electrodes. They will
illuminate evenly. The
technology can therefore
remove the necessity of
reflectors, light guides
and additional optics and
allow a homogenous ap-
pearance.

“Furthermore, the
OLEDs allow completely
new design opportuni-
ties,” said Michael
Kleinkes, head of lighting
technology development
at Hella.Hella OLED technology is being used by Hella

IoT security company
Zingbox has managed to
infect a car’s infotain-
ment system with mal-
ware, making it possible
to access the driver’s per-
sonal information via
SMS messages.

Daniel Regalado, Zing-
box principal security re-
searcher, described how
he and his colleagues in-
fected a car’s infotain-
ment system with
malware at the DefCon
26 Car Hacking Village in
Las Vegas last month.

Regalado and inde-
pendent researchers Ger-
ardo Iglesias and Ken
Hsu broke into a car’s in-

fotainment system and re-
verse-engineered its main
components with one
goal in mind: to deter-
mine if a car’s operating
system could be infected
with malware and prove
that this trojan could be
controlled remotely
through SMS messages.
In this way, a driver’s per-
sonal data and safety
could be compromised
using the driver’s phone.

A car infotainment sys-
tem depends on the IoT
to operate. The fact that
an infotainment system
can be infected is impor-
tant learning for the in-
dustry, suggesting the

need for stepped-up cyber
security similar to what is
already available for IoT
devices in healthcare, fi-
nancial services and man-
ufacturing.

“The fact that we can
infect a car’s infotain-
ment system and expose
private data sheds light on
an important vulnerability
for manufacturers going
forward,” said Regalado.

A maliciously crafted
USB device plugged into
a vehicle can infect the
infotainment, something
that could be done by a
driver via social engineer-
ing tricks, such as a USB
loaded with free music

that entices a driver to
plug in the infected drive.
Once paired with the dri-
ver’s phone, malware in
the infotainment system
leverages the phone’s
SMS message service to
access personal informa-
tion such as contact lists.
It can also intercept bank-
ing authentication pins, or
even block incoming or
outgoing calls.

The same SMS service
could then be used to take
control of the infotain-
ment remotely and create
distractions for the driver
or put it into an unusable
state that requires repair
from the manufacturer.

Zingbox infects infotainment with malware
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LDRA has incorporated
General Motors coding
standards into its automo-
tive tool suite and is
working with other car
makers to do the same.
This should make it easier
for suppliers to comply
with OEM requirements.

The software company
has been working with
GM secretly for the past
two years as the car
maker refined its coding
standards.

“It has taken some time
to make sure all the static
analysis rules were imple-
mented,” said Jim Mc-
Elroy, LDRA’s vice
president of marketing.
“The rules were changing
as well. They were refin-
ing the rules, but now we
are at a point where they
are stable.”

This should let suppli-
ers more easily and cost-
effectively develop soft-
ware by automating the
process of complying
with coding standards for
applications from multi-
media and infotainment
to powertrain and body
electronics. These have
different demands on the
software development
and verification teams, as
well as the technology
and software develop-
ment languages used.

The LDRA tool suite
automates and simplifies

LDRA incorporates GM
coding standards in suite

the process of software
quality analysis and veri-
fication in each domain
and thus reduces the qual-
ification time frame, ef-
fort, risk and cost.

“GM has been a for-
ward thinking OEM in
that they realised they
needed a more rigorous
compliance system in
place for their global sup-
ply chain,” said McElroy.

“This is not true for all
OEMs.”

GM will not be mandat-
ing suppliers to use the
LDRA tool suite but no
other product includes the
GM coding standards.

“GM will not enforce
their suppliers to use our
tool suite, but they do
want consistent results
from them,” said McEl-
roy. “That is great for us.”

He said that LDRA was
also working with other
car manufacturers along
the same lines.

“GM is taking a leader-
ship role, but other OEMs
are trying to do the same
thing,” he said.

The tool suite should
help suppliers meet strin-
gent automotive stan-
dards by automating the
process of complying
with industry and coding
standards to ensure that
progress from one stage
to another is seamless.

With a tool suite that in-
tegrates the GM coding
standards, suppliers
should be able to stream-
line their verification
process, improve commu-
nications with GM and
reduce potentially thou-
sands of hours of docu-
mentation effort.

Example of GM coding standard code review

Magneti Marelli is ac-
quiring SmartMeUp, a
French start-up specialis-
ing in perception software
aimed at autonomous
driving, smart cities and
safety technology appli-
cations.

In particular, Smart-
MeUp develops software
for processing sensor
signals, detecting and
recognising objects
around the vehicle, allow-
ing 3D environment
building and object
movement tracking.

This type of software
could be a key enabler for

autonomous vehicles.
The differentiating fea-

ture of the software is that
it requires low computing
power and generates low
heat, making it possible
to be rolled out on a large
scale for embedded auto-
motive applications.

The company also de-
velops software for driver
monitoring, which is in-
cluded in the NCap re-
quirements roadmap,
expected to be mandatory
by 2020. The acquisition
will bring into Magneti
Marelli scientists and en-
gineers with capabilities

in the field.
“The acquisition of

SmartMeUp, combined
with the investment in
lidar expert LeddarTech
and the long established
lighting and electronics
capabilities, strengthens
Magneti Marelli’s contri-
bution to autonomous
driving development with
focus on the sensing and
perception components of
the architecture,” said
Pietro Gorlier, CEO of
Magneti Marelli.

Closing is expected to
take place in the last quar-
ter of 2018.

Magneti Marelli acquires SmartMeUp
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Jaguar Land Rover has fitted virtual eyes to intelligent pods to
understand how humans will trust self-driving vehicles; research suggests
nearly two-thirds of pedestrians worry about how safe it will be to cross
the road in the future.

The friendly-faced eye pods help work out how much information self-
driving cars should share with users or pedestrians to ensure people trust
the technology.

Jaguar has enlisted cognitive psychologists to understand how vehicle
behaviour affects human confidence in new technology. The trust trials
form part of the UK government-supported Autodrive project.

The intelligent pods run autonomously on a fabricated street scene in
Coventry, while the behaviour of pedestrians is analysed as they wait to
cross the road. They seek out the pedestrian and appear to look directly
at them, signalling to road users that they have identified them and intend
to take avoiding action.

Engineers record trust levels in the person before and after the pod
makes eye contact.

Is that pod looking at you?

The Barr Group has up-
dated its embedded C
coding standard to elimi-
nate conflicts with Misra.

Barr-C: 2018, the latest
version of the firm’s cod-
ing rules, can help em-
bedded designers reduce
defects in firmware writ-
ten in C and C++.

First published in 2008,
the rules of the standard
are followed by embed-
ded software developers
who want to reduce time
spent during debugging
as well as improve the
maintainability and porta-
bility of their source code.
Followers of earlier ver-

sions will find little has
changed in the rules.

Clarifications and addi-
tional code examples
have been added to make
the rules easier to under-
stand and apply. For the
2018 edition, Barr has
eliminated the few prior
conflicts between its rules
and those in Misra C.

“The embedded C cod-
ing standard’s emphasis
on defect-killing stylistic
rules has always comple-
mented Misra C’s style-
less focus on a safer
language subset,” said
Barr CTO Michael Barr.
“To ensure developers

can seamlessly combine
rules from these, we have
updated our standard and
verified that all our rules
are in harmony with the
most recent version of
Misra C.”

Many firmware devel-
opers choose to combine
bug-killing stylistic rules
from Barr-C with safety
guidelines from Misra C.
Barr-C and Misra C are
the two most widely-fol-
lowed coding standards,
with four out of ten pro-
fessional embedded de-
signers applying one or
both on a current project.

“We are pleased that

embedded systems engi-
neers are increasingly
adopting defect-reducing
coding standards such as
Misra C and the embed-
ded C coding standard,”
said Andrew Banks,
chairman of the Misra C
working group. “Now
that the guidelines from
Misra can be more easily
coupled with the stylistic
rules from Barr-C, we
look forward to seeing
embedded software de-
signers take even greater
steps towards improving
the safety, security and
overall code-quality of
their products.”

Barr updates standards to avoid Misra conflict
Maxwell has entered a
partnership with Zhejiang
Geely Holding Group, the
parent company of Volvo
and Geely Auto.

The partnership focuses
on the integration of ul-
tracapacitors and power

conversion electronics
into Geely’s automotive
vehicle line in support of
its fleet electrification.
The collaboration kicks
off with the inclusion of
Maxwell’s ultracapacitor-
based peak power subsys-

tem in five mild-hybrid
and plug-in hybrid vehi-
cles that will initially be
available in North Amer-
ica and Europe.

The production ramp
for these vehicles is slated
to begin in late 2019.

Maxwell brings ultracapacitors to Geely
“As we prepared to

bring our new, high per-
formance features into the
mainstream of our next
generation vehicles, it be-
came evident that ultraca-
pacitors would be
essential to address the
increasing electrification
challenges the automotive
industry is facing,” said
Qingfeng Feng, CTO of
Geely. “In our global
search for a partner who
could develop and supply
a sophisticated multi-
function energy storage
device, it became clear
that Maxwell’s deep auto-
motive experience and
technical know-how
qualified them as the only
choice.”

Drawing from its his-
tory of supplying ultraca-
pacitor cells and modules
to automotive makers,
Maxwell’s partnership
with Geely represents the
next stage of evolution
with a multi-cell subsys-
tem. This turnkey subsys-
tem adds Maxwell’s
power conversion elec-
tronics to supply en-
hanced performance for a
variety of applications.

The launch of this
multi-function subsystem
in Geely’s CMA compact
modular architecture al-
lows OEMs such as
Geely to address econom-
ically increasing voltage
stabilisation needs as the
industry moves towards a
more electrified world.
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Allegro Microsystems
has established an R&D
centre in the Czech Re-
public. This centre is
staffed with two dozen
engineers in Prague.

These engineers aim to
accelerate Allegro’s de-
velopment of ICs for the
automotive and industrial
markets. The team will
initially focus on devel-
oping sensor ICs for elec-

trified vehicles, green en-
ergy and industrial motor
applications.

“We are very excited to
formally open our new
R&D centre in Prague,”
said Michael Doogue,
vice president at Allegro.
“We were fortunate to
hire an excellent team of
engineers. This high per-
forming team is already
accelerating Allegro’s

Allegro R&D centre in Prague

Allegro opens R&D centre in Prague
leadership position in
both the automotive and
industrial markets.”

The plan is to hire an
additional 20 to 30 engi-
neers at the centre over
the next few years.

“The Prague team is an
important addition to
Allegro’s global product
development team, and I
am certain that they will
have a positive impact on
Allegro’s product devel-
opment velocity and our
customer support levels
for many years to come,”
said Doogue.

The availability of
skilled IC design, systems
and software engineers
was a major contributor
to Allegro’s decision to
open this centre in
Prague. The area provides
a combination of experi-
enced engineers and re-
cent graduates from local
universities.

Renesas Electronics has
implemented a dedicated
octa peripheral interface
to support Macronix
memory devices with se-
rial multi IO. Among
these memory devices,
the MX25LW5124G
read-while-write (RWW)
flash was selected by
Renesas for its RH850-
D1M1A automotive
instrument cluster micro-
controller for over-the-air
(OTA) updates.

The flash suits OTA ap-
plications, which are be-
coming more prevalent
within automotive cock-
pits. Tier ones are striving
to meet customer demand
for the most updated fea-
tures and changes in
safety standards. One of
the most cost-effective
methods is to have regu-
lar updates via OTA.

During an OTA opera-
tion, the instrument clus-
ter might update data and

code while in mid execu-
tion. In the past, to imple-
ment an OTA update, a
system would typically
execute a simultaneous
RWW operation in two
separate flash devices by
writing to one device
while reading from an-
other. In this scenario, the
system would have to
reserve double the normal
bandwidth, which would
lower performance and
require some significant

redundancy in memory
capacity.

The Macronix technol-
ogy provides multiple
bank architecture with si-
multaneous RWW capa-
bility that allows read
access from one memory
bank while writing to an-
other memory bank. This
enables the system to
continue executing while
the OTA update process
happens in the back-
ground; furthermore, the
system can roll back to its
original firmware in the
event of an OTA failure
or data corruption.

Macronix’s RWW flash
memory is manufactured
with its own 55nm float-
ing gate technology.

Renesas uses Macronix flash for updates
Vector has acquired fel-
low embedded software
specialist ArcCore to
strengthen its portfolio in
Autosar products and
services.

Headquartered in Goth-
enburg, Sweden,ArcCore
was founded in 2006 and
employs 80 people
worldwide who work on
developing and distribut-
ing embedded-based
products and services,
primarily for automotive.
Since 2009, it has fo-
cussed on Autosar.

“ArcCore is a strong ad-
dition to our embedded
software portfolio and
contributes to the success
of worldwide customer
projects,” said Thomas
Beck, managing director
of Vector. “The acquisi-
tion offers many advan-

Vector acquires ArcCore

tages for automotive cus-
tomers, not only in Swe-
den.”

A focus will be on the
development of Autosar
Adaptive (see feature,
page 13).

“ArcCore is excited to
join the Vector family,”
said Michael Svenstam,
CEO and co-founder of
ArcCore. “For the past
five years, ArcCore has
grown to be a recognised
global partner in the Au-
tosar market.AddingArc-

Core offerings to tech-
nologies and capabilities
from Vector will further
extend the ability to serve
current and new cus-
tomers.”

Vector is not new to the
Swedish market. The
wholly owned Vector
subsidiary VecScan is
headquartered in Gothen-
burg and specialises in
software tools and em-
bedded components
mainly for the automotive
market.

Thomas
Beck: “The
acquisition

offers many
advantages.”

Renesas is looking at ac-
quiring California-based
Intergrated Device Tech-
nology (IDT), according
to reports from Japan.

The company is said to
be interested in IDT’s
wireless networking de-
vices that could be used
in autonomous vehicles.

The deal could be worth
around $6bn and Renesas
is reported to be looking
at financing options
should the acquisition go
through.

In a statement, Renesas
confirmed it was consid-
ering the acquistion but
said no decision had been
made.

Renesas considers
buying IDT

Hyundai Autron is devel-
oping a software frame-
work for safe, automated
and autonomous driving
using intellectual prop-
erty from Wind River’s
automotive software port-
folio. The former Intel
subsidiary’s software can
help teams develop, build
and deploy safe, secure
and reliable vehicle sys-
tems for connected and
autonomous cars.

Using IP from both
companies, the platform
will provide a framework
for integrating compute
features found in con-
nected and autonomous
driving applications such
as sensing, Ethernet
based communications
and artificial intelligence.

The platform will run
on top of the VxWorks
safety certified rtos and
use system partitioning
via hypervisor technol-
ogy. This partitioning lets
car makers take software
that is essential to safety
critical functions such as
vehicle controls, actua-
tion and sensing and
place it alongside less
critical functions such as
infotainment and teleme-
try on the same hardware
architecture.

As a result, this reduces
the systems’ dependence
on any particular set of
hardware.

Hyundai
chooses
Wind River
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Cars will be able to use
biometric information to
identify driver and pas-
sengers and check on
their health due to a col-
laboration between Ana-
log Devices and B-Secur.

They are working to-
gether on biometric au-
thentication technologies
for the automotive indus-
try. The aim is to develop
a complete biometric au-
thentication system for
use in vehicles.

The combination of
Analog Devices’ signal
conditioning technology
with B-Secur’s electro-
cardiogram (ECG) bio-
metric algorithms soft-
ware will let automobiles
authenticate and identify
drivers and passengers.

The technology can
also detect the state of the
driver’s readiness and
wellness by monitoring
the driver’s vital signs for

any irregularities.
In addition, the ECG

identification capability
can be used to access fea-
tures such as vehicle
entry, immobiliser deacti-
vation, infotainment per-
sonalisation and online
payments for ridesharing
usage, personalised insur-
ance payments and more.

“B-Secur’s ECG bio-
metric technology can not
only quickly and securely
verify identity, but also
turn the data into mean-
ingful insights on driver
and passenger wellness,
including stress and
drowsiness,” said Ben
Carter, chief commercial
officer at B-Secur. “We
are delighted to collabo-
rate with Analog Devices
to help make the world a
safer place with ECG bio-
metrics, securing human
and technology interac-
tion at its heart.”

Vehicles will be able to identify drivers

Collaboration could let
cars check driver health

Luxoft and Daimler have
partnered to develop the
software that powers the
Mercedes-Benz MBUX
user experience, an info-
tainment system installed
in all new Mercedes A
class vehicles.

“The technology revo-
lution in the automotive
sector is changing how
cars are built,” saidAlwin
Bakkenes, managing di-
rector of Luxoft Automo-
tive. “We are very proud
to have been Daimler’s
partner since the incep-
tion of the MBUX con-
cept by co-creating the
UX technology platform
that powers it and deliver-

Luxoft and Daimler
partner on infotainment

ing the production soft-
ware into the hardware of
the Mercedes-Benz A
class.

“Daimler is not only
taking control of the soft-
ware design, but also how
it is developed and how it
is integrated into the car,

resulting in a unique cus-
tomer experience.”

The MBUX infotain-
ment system is said to
transforms how drivers
and passengers interact
with a Mercedes-Benz.
The UX technology that
powers it was co-created

by Luxoft and Daimler
using modern agile devel-
opment processes that al-
lowed the development
team to focus on the cus-
tomer experience.

The platform connects
MBUX to the underlying
features in the infotain-
ment system and enables
the integration of artifi-
cial intelligence and aug-
mented reality into the
in-car experience. This
helped create the deep
and emotional connection
between the Mercedes-
Benz, driver and passen-
gers.

“By taking ownership
of the UX software,
Daimler can now respond
quickly to market de-
mand and keep the user
experience fresh and rel-
evant,” said Bakkenes.

MBUX infotainment system

The Mipi Alliance has
mapped a course to ad-
dress the automotive in-
dustry’s needs for
high-speed data interface
specifications.

With development of
the Mipi A-phy physical
layer specification al-
ready underway to meet
12 to 24Gbit/s, require-
ments gathering has
begun to support higher
speeds including over
48Gbit/s for display and
other use cases.

“Automakers around
the globe are amid a
tremendous wave of in-
novation related to au-

tonomous driving, adas,
fuel-economy standards,
vehicle electrification and
connectivity, new busi-
ness models, new forms
of in-car infotainment and
more,” said Ian Riches,
executive director of
StrategyAnalytics. “With
so many new applications
to be supported in and
across the vehicle, the
auto industry is under
pressure to more simply,
efficiently and cost-effec-
tively integrate disparate,
high-speed data compo-
nents from an increas-
ingly large supply base.”

Mipi A-phy v1.0 is ex-

pected to be available to
developers in late 2019.

The specification will
optimise wiring, cost and
weight requirements, as
high-speed data, control
data and optional power
share the same physical
wiring. The asymmetric
nature of the Mipi A-phy
link, its point-to-point
topology and its reuse of
generations of mobile
protocols promise lower
complexity, power con-
sumption and costs for
developers and OEMs.

It’s anticipated that the
first vehicles usingA-phy
components will be in

production in 2024.
“Mature Mipi interface

specifications for camera,
display, sensors and phys-
ical layers are deployed in
billions of mobile devices
and are already prevalent
in mobile-influenced in-
dustries such as automo-
tive today,” said Joel
Huloux, chairman of the
MipiAlliance. “As Mipi’s
specifications are de-
signed to work together
as a complete stack, the
addition of the longer
reach Mipi A-phy will
provide greater ease of in-
tegration, resulting in an
even richer solution.”

Mipi tackles high-speed interface needs

SGS-TÜV Saar has certi-
fied ISO 26262 compli-
ance of tool qualification
reports for Mentor’s Cal-
ibre physical verification
tools.

The reports are now
qualified for use in any
safety-critical ISO 26262
designs and verification
flows at all criticality lev-
els including Asil D, re-
gardless of the design
house or manufacturing
site. This suite includes
all Calibre tools for phys-
ical verification, DFM
and circuit verification.

The Calibre platform is
used by all top ten semi-
conductor providers to
the global automotive in-
dustry and for sign-off by
major IC foundries.

Calibre Perc reliability
verification software
helps ensure the proper
manufacture of key IC
circuit operations even in
harsh automotive envi-

ronments. It is also the
EDA platform for the
German Rescar 2.0 pro-
gramme, which is fo-
cused on increasing the
reliability of automotive
electronics.

“For years, the world’s
leading automotive sili-
con providers have relied
on Calibre IC verification
technology to ensure the
manufacture of highly re-
liable automotive-grade
processors,” said Joe
Sawicki, general manager
of the Mentor design-to-
silicon division. “The
ISO 26262 qualification
of Calibre products un-
derscores Mentor’s con-
tinued commitment to not
only helping our cus-
tomers unleash new
levels of design perform-
ance and innovation, but
also to easily obtain the
highest standards of func-
tional safety certifica-
tion.”

Mentor Calibre
hits ISO 26262

Munich-based lidar start-
up Blickfeld has in-
creased its seed funding
to $10m.

The new financial re-
sources will be used for
the first series production
and to strengthen the
team.

Blickfeld develops and
produces lidar sensors for

environmental detection.
The solid-state sensor
provides high-resolution,
three-dimensional envi-
ronmental data and is
used in autonomous driv-
ing, robotics and the IoT.

Blickfeld's patented
technology makes high-
tech lidar devices suitable
for mass production.

Lidar start-up raises $10m
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NNeeww wwaayy ooff wwoorrkkiinngg
Anders Kallerdahl looks at the
advantages of using Adaptive Autosar

The BMW 7 series was one of the
first cars to use Autosar as a basic
software platform
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The software platforms
dominantly used in the
automotive industry are

firmware based. The firmware is a
binary running build for a bare-
metal on a given microcontroller.
A set of requirements is created
and realised as a firmware
implementation or configuration. 
It is downloaded at production,

a periodic service in a workshop
or in worst case in a call back
because it contains faults. But the
original aim is to download it and,
hopefully, the producer will never
need to update the software in the
life of the car.
This does not fit software very

well. Not that there are bad
software engineers in the
automotive industry, but the
features and the tasks that the
ECUs must fulfil today are so
complex that continuous feature
updates and software faults are
unavoidable. 
The more complex a project, the

more errors per line of code
increases, that is the number of
errors is not just a linear function
of the lines of code. 

More can, of course, be invested
in verification and validation, but
often feature growth is prioritised
over the module and integration
testing. In addition, typical
verification needs the same expert
level as the implementers. The
system test is expensive and hard
to coordinate. In addition,
requirements are not in all cases
clear from the beginning, and this
will make validation of the system
hard.
The new generation owners of

cars are expecting up-to-date and
dynamic features in the car. Most
of these features are connected to
the software. Smartphones today
are much more efficient in
adapting to the user needs. Being
all-the-time connected to the
internet is considered normal in
today’s way of living.
Infotainment and telematics

projects have been early adopters
of introducing complex feature
implementations and agile work
processes. They are typically
updatable systems with a complex
operating system supporting file-
systems, such as Linux. 

SOA using Adaptive Autosar

Unfortunately, these projects are
in many cases an integration of
lots of modules creating a
software platform integration and
have little or no reuse. Each
generation of a project is basically
a start from scratch. In addition,
Linux based platforms are not
good in fulfilling safety and hard
real-time requirements.
With this background, Adaptive

Autosar is a new standard that is
solving these problems and
creates a partly service oriented
architecture (SOA).
Classic Autosar is a self-

contained firmware platform,

Adaptive Autosar is solving
automotive problems

while Adaptive Autosar is not
trying to be complete in the sense
to create a full SOA. An SOA is a
software platform where services
are central. 
A service is provided by a

service provider and consumed by
a service consumer. The
connection between the provider
and consumer is set up by a
service broker dynamically in run-
time. The consumer does not
necessarily know where the
provider is located, and the
software platform is dynamic and
can be partially updated without
affecting the system.

Adaptive Autosar does not claim
to create a full SOA. The
operating system is only
interfaced and not specified. Here
an Adaptive Autosar application is
interfacing an operating system
that provides the PSE51 API
subset of the Posix standard. This
does not mean that the OS can
only be PSE51, it means the
Adaptive Autosar application can
only use this API. The OS can still
be a full PSE54 OS, for example
Linux, which is PSE54-ish. 
The benefit of this approach is

that all Posix compliant
applications and libraries can be

modelled, and, hence, reused and
deployed in any Adaptive Autosar
software platform. In other words,
Autosar is not trying to redefine
Posix. Just for clarification, Posix
is a standard interface for a
programming interface. It is
neither an implementation nor an
operating system.

Reuse
Should older reliable software that
has been in production for a long
time be reused? As new software
always contains defects, why not
simply use the old code and make
some small extensions? 
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Example of a new engagement model

Continuous integration

Adaptive Autosar is not replacing Posix but extending it

The evolution of features
required in software today is
huge. It is very hard to create a
good architecture that enables
adding all kinds of future features
not known from the beginning.
Refactoring of the software is
needed from time to time to be
able to maintain and verify the
software efficiently. 
The benefit of Adaptive Autosar

is that Posix compliant software
can be reused, with the
philosophy write once, adopt
everywhere. Nobody is forced to
rewrite; they can benefit from
existing open software or a

software company may reuse
applications for different
customers.
Going for an SOA using an

Adaptive Autosar approach will
not clear all obstacles. Going from
a firmware based Classic Autosar
approach to an SOA means there
are new problems that were either
previously not there or mainly
solved by hand. 

Continuous integration
Having an SOA that is updatable
implies that a project’s work
process needs to change. The
classical waterfall approach where

a requirement specification is
released to a supplier, and they
will implement and test it, will not
really work anymore. 
Instead, an agile way of

working, where a continuous
integration (CI) approach is the
foundation, is required. A CI
continuously verifies and releases
new software. In addition, the CI
will be interfaced by the OEM
and suppliers, and the suppliers
will have their own CI for their
applications or software
platforms. 
To fulfil such a CI ecosystem,

the OEM’s and suppliers’ CIs
must interact automatically. CIs
that automatically create releases
for the other companies’ CIs will
not be an easy nut to crack for IT
and legal departments. They need
to understand the ownership and
how such interactions can be done
in a safe and secure way.
Another important topic is to

make a software platform reusable
among different projects, without
starting each from scratch. Here
Adaptive Autosar is very helpful. 
On one side, there are well

specified Autosar basic services,

such as the diagnostic manager
that handles specific functionality
required in the car and, on the
other, a clear methodology and
exchange format that can be used
in the work process of OEMs and
suppliers. 
Having such a standard will

make it possible to develop and
reuse applications between
different projects and users.
The benefit with a firmware

approach is that updates are one-
time activities. With an updatable
system comes the fact that the
system will be partly updated
spatially and temporally. 
The initial image will be

deployed, and different
organisations and companies will
make updates to the system at
different points in times. This puts
strong requirements on the offline
tooling. The update must be
checked for compatibility before
being deployed. The update must
be verified such that it will not
break anything in the vehicle.
And, updates must be
orchestrated, for example if two
ECUs needs to be updated and
one fails, the software in both
ECUs must be rolled back to their
previous version.
The Posix standard defines

several features; the feature level
is controlled by the PSE51-54
profiles. In each profile, most of
the features are optional. In
classic Autosar, the feature
content is well specified and
mostly controlled by the
scalability classes. 
Two different Posix operating

systems can differ very much in
feature content. It is important to
specify the needed features of a
Posix operating system early in
the project and to make sure that

the selected Posix operating
system can be extendable with
further features when the project
grows in required features.
SOA is often affiliated with

dynamic behaviour. But to control
and manage the next generation
software in vehicles, the work
process must be stringent and
automated. In addition, the
software in the vehicle must be
controlled so that verification and
safety can be achieved. 
Suppliers and car OEMs will

work closer together using
automated continuous integration
systems. Static verification must
be extended with dynamic
verification is the vehicle, for
example by adding metadata. And
different suppliers in the
ecosystem of the software
platform must work together in an
efficient way. A contract-based
approach in development is
needed. 
These are some topics that need

to be handled in the new SOA
paradigm. An SOA based on
Adaptive Autosar is not replacing
classical Autosar platform 1:1. 

Conclusion
There are new challenges in
technical and work-process areas.
But the advantage of the approach
Adaptive Autosar is taking is to
align to an existing standard such
as Posix. And therefore it is
possible to reuse software and
experiences from various projects.

Anders
Kallerdahl is an
automotive
software expert
at KPIT
Technologies
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Car manufacturers strive to
make future generations of
vehicles safer, smarter and

more fuel efficient than their
predecessors. To accomplish this,
electronic systems continue to
increase in number and
complexity as more ECUs are
deployed in the vehicle, enabling
features and capabilities such as
smart radio connectivity, active
and road noise cancellation (ANC

ROAD NOISEROAD NOISE

Ken Waurin shows how an innovative
digital bus architecture reduces audio
system costs

and RNC), personal audio zones,
in-car communications (ICC) and
autonomous driving. 
As the number of ECUs

increases, so does the weight and
cost of the required cabling
harnesses that provide
connectivity between the various
ECUs. This added weight, in turn,
decreases the fuel efficiency of
the vehicle, much to the chagrin
of car manufacturers.

Car manufacturers must balance
their desire to deliver feature-rich
infotainment systems with the
need to comply with government
imposed fuel efficiency standards.
Reducing the weight of existing
cable harnesses can lead to
significant improvements in fuel
efficiency.

Landscape
Traditionally, automotive audio
ECUs have been connected by
either individual analogue cables
or existing digital bus
architectures, both of which
present limitations, inefficiencies
and unnecessary expenses. Car

audio systems that use analogue
wiring require dedicated,
expensive, shielded cables for
each audio signal or channel. 
In today’s premium audio

systems, supporting multichannel
(5.1 or 7.1) Dolby or DTS
decoding, the number of required
cables rapidly increases.
Additionally, the required
analogue-to-digital converters
(ADCs) and digital-to-analogue
converters (DACs) increase total
system cost while introducing
potential areas of audio
performance degradation.
Digital bus standards such as

Most or Ethernet AVB have been

widely adopted in current
infotainment systems because
they greatly simplify the wiring
complexities associated with
analogue implementations.
However, the added performance
and flexibility of Most and
Ethernet AVB carry the added cost
of expensive microcontrollers to
manage their associated software
protocol stacks. 
Additionally, these digital bus

architectures are inherently
nondeterministic with variable
system delays from node to node.
This fundamental flaw in existing
digital bus architectures is not
acceptable for latency-sensitive
speech and voice-based
applications, such as ANC, RNC
and ICC.

Automotive Audio Bus
The Automotive Audio Bus, or
A2B, is an innovative and
application tuned technology that
is proven to reduce the weight of
cable harnesses by up to three
quarters while delivering high
fidelity digital audio. A2B is
optimised for audio applications
delivering better audio quality
than analogue connectivity at
significantly lower cost than
existing digital bus standards.
In its simplest form, A2B is a

high bandwidth (50Mbit/s) digital
bus capable of transporting I2S
audio and I2C control data
together with clock and power
using a single, two-wire,
unshielded, twisted pair cable
over significant distances, up to
15m between nodes and 40m over
the entire daisy chain.

Basics
From an implementation
standpoint, A2B is a single master,

multiple slave line topology. The
latest pin-compatible, enhanced
A2B transceivers support daisy-
chaining of a single master, plus
up to ten slave nodes, which
represents a 20% increase relative
to first generation A2B offerings,
as seen in Fig. 1. 
This daisy-chaining capability

allows a maximum A2B bus
distance of up to 40m with up to
15m supported between individual
nodes. Using a line topology
instead of a ring topology is an
important element of the A2B
technology related to overall
system integrity and robustness. If
one connection of the A2B daisy-
chain is compromised, the entire
network does not collapse. Only
those nodes downstream from the
faulty connection are impacted by
the failure, while the embedded
diagnostics inherent to the A2B
technology are able to isolate the
source of the failure, signalling an
interrupt to initiate corrective
action.
The A2B master-slave line

topology is inherently efficient
when compared with existing
digital bus architectures. After a
simple bus discovery process,
zero additional processor
intervention is required to manage
normal bus operation. 
As an added benefit of the A2B

architecture, system latency is
completely deterministic (two-
cycle delay) irrespective of the
audio node’s position on the A2B
bus. This is extremely important
for speech and audio applications,
such as ANC, RNC and ICC,
where audio samples from
multiple remote sensors must be
processed in a time-aligned
fashion.
A2B transceivers can deliver
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audio, control, clock and power
over a single, two-wire, UTP
cable. This reduces overall system
cost for a variety of reasons:

• The number of physical wires is
reduced relative to traditional
implementations.
• The actual wires themselves can
be lower cost, lower weight UTP
as opposed to more expensive
shielded cables.
• Most importantly, for particular
use cases, the A2B technology
offers a phantom power capability
that delivers up to 300mA to
audio nodes on the A2B daisy-
chain. This phantom power
capability eliminates the need for
local power supplies at the audio
ECU, further reducing costs.

The total 50Mbit/s bus bandwidth
delivered by the A2B technology
supports up to 32 upstream and up
to 32 downstream audio channels
using standard audio sample rates
(44.1 and 48kHz) and channel
widths 12, 16 and 24bit. 
This provides flexibility and

connectivity to a wide range of
audio IO devices. Maintaining a
completely digital audio signal
chain between audio ECUs

ensures high quality audio is
preserved without introducing the
potential for audio degradation via
ADC and DAC conversion.
System-level diagnostics are an

essential component of the A2B
technology. All A2B nodes have
the capability to identify various
fault conditions including opens,
wires shorted together, wires
reversed, or wires shorted to
power or ground. This is
important from a system integrity
standpoint because in the case of
opens, wire shorts or reversed
wire faults, A2B nodes are still
fully functional upstream of the
fault. 
The diagnostic capability also

provides for the efficient isolation
of system-level failures, which is

Fig. 2: Example of an A2B in a car

A2B delivers high fidelity digital audio while reducing the weight of cable harnesses

Fig. 1: A2B functional block diagram

critically important from the
dealer and installer standpoint.

Targets
A wide variety of markets, both
mature and emerging, will benefit
from the efficiencies offered by
the A2B technology. Target
applications include:

• Audio ECU (head unit and
premium audio amplifiers)
connectivity;
• Microphone arrays for hands-
free, speech recognition and in-car
communications;
• Active noise cancellation and
road noise cancellation;
• Personal audio zones and active
speakers;
• Ecall and telematics,
autonomous driving and self-
parking;
• Vital signs monitoring; and
• Smart radio connectivity.

Audio ECU connectivity is an
attractive, mature application area
where A2B has already been
deployed in production vehicles.
In a simple example, as seen in
Fig. 2, where a head unit connects
to a premium trunk amplifier, A2B
removes the need for individual
wires for multichannel audio, plus
nav, mobile phone and chime.

A2B replaces all these wires with
a low cost, single two-wire UTP
cable that has been tested and
confirmed to pass the automotive
EMC- and EMI-compatibility
requirements.
Efficient and cost-effective

microphone connectivity is a
design priority driving a variety of
use cases and applications.
Bluetooth connectivity and hands-
free and speech-recognition
systems are standard equipment
and ecall systems are already
mandatory in some regions. The
trend from the OEM standpoint is
to move towards multi-
microphone (two to four) systems
configured individually or as
modules. 
In either case, a system that uses

A2B technology has a
significantly lower overall cost
when compared with analogue
connectivity, especially in multi-
microphone arrays. 
Each A2B transceiver can

support up to four PDM-input
microphones, eliminating the need
for three of the four microphone
wires in a four-microphone array.
Road noise cancellation is a

derivative of the broader ANC
application area and is now under
investigation by many car makers.
In wideband ANC, tones
harmonically related to a
reference input, as well as some
non-harmonically related or
random tones, can be cancelled.
These reference inputs are
typically supplied via
accelerometers physically
distributed around the vehicle,
most often in the wheel wells. 
Additional inputs to the

wideband ANC system would
come from error microphones,
again physically distributed 
about the inside of the vehicle
with one required for each
passenger quiet zone. A traditional
implementation uses dedicated
analogue connections from each

accelerometer or microphone to
the wideband ANC processing
unit. Clearly, this approach can be
prohibitive in terms of both wiring
cost and complexity as well as
connector area on the processing
unit. All these issues are resolved
using an A2B implementation.
A2B can also be considered an

enabling technology for emerging
applications that demand cost-
effective sensor connectivity.
Applications such as autonomous
driving, vital signs monitoring and
self-parking systems, targeting
production dates in 2020 and
beyond, can all benefit from the
features, capabilities, simplicity
and time to market benefits
offered by the A2B technology.

Ken Waurin is a
strategic
marketing
manager at
Analog Devices
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The automotive industry is
quickly moving towards
more electrification. The

deployment of start-stop systems,
emergency call (ecall) telematics
and hybrid vehicles is fuelling the
need for advanced battery
management systems that not only
charge the battery in a safe
manner but also prolong its useful
life. 
There are many battery

chemistries available in the
market today, which makes the
selection decision more difficult
when trying to pick the right one
for a particular application, along
with a suitable charging option.
The Li-ion battery is a

rechargeable battery where
lithium ions move from the
negative electrode to the positive
electrode during discharge and
back when charging. They use an
intercalated lithium compound as
electrode material. The
electrolyte, which allows for ionic
movement, and the two electrodes
are the fundamental components
of a Li-ion battery cell. Generally,
Li-ion batteries have high energy,
but low power. 
Fig. 1 shows the charging

profile of a Li-ion battery. It has a
nominal voltage of 3.6V with an
upper charge cut-off voltage of
4.1V and a lower charge cut-off
voltage of 2.2V. Li-ion cells must
be charged precisely according to
vendor recommendations to
ensure reliability and safety. There

EMERGENCY POWER

Theju Bernard explains how to 
improve automobile battery life 
with the right chemistry
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are typically restrictions on
charging the cell outside of the
specified levels and outside of a
recommended temperature range.
Between the lower and upper

voltage levels, the charge current
is typically recommended to be
held constant and should be
limited to the vendor
recommended level to prevent
battery damage. 
Below the lower charge cut-off

voltage, the battery should be
charged with a very low current,
typically ten per cent or less of the
current used between the lower
and upper voltage levels. This is
often referred to as pre-charging
the battery and is recommended
for deeply depleted batteries.
Some materials within the battery
may degrade if it endures a
prolonged state of deep discharge. 
Pre-charging is recommended to

allow these materials to recover.
Pre-charging is also a precaution
that will prevent overheating in
case the battery experienced an
internal short circuit that led to the
low cell voltage.
Charging the battery above the

maximum charging voltage is also
detrimental to the battery life.

Short periods of overcharging can
degrade the materials within the
battery and lead to reduced energy
capacity and a shorter lifetime.
Extended periods of overcharging
will cause metallic lithium to be
plated on the anode while the
cathode releases CO2. This
process can ultimately result in
battery failure and a catastrophic
combustion event.
Additionally, to increase battery

life, battery manufacturers often
stipulate that the charging be
performed within a limited
temperature range. Charging most
Li-ion battery technologies below
freezing can cause metallic
lithium to be plated on the anode.
This is detrimental to battery life,
as the plated lithium cannot be

Fig. 2: Lithium iron phosphate charging profile

Fig. 1: Li-ion charging profile

removed. Exposing the battery to
elevated temperatures when
charging also reduces battery life.
Cycling a Li-ion battery between
0 and 100 per cent of full charge
only a few times at elevated
temperature can drastically reduce
its capacity. In some cases, battery
capacity can be reduced by more
than 90 per cent.
A simple way to achieve the

vendor’s recommended charging
profile is to use a dedicated
charger that can perform the
quickest charge in the safest
manner. This can allow a
programmable constant charging
current and can come pre-
programmed with upper and
lower charge cut-off levels that
are suitable for most traditional
Li-ion batteries. A cell
temperature monitor can ensure
that the battery is only charged
within a temperature range that is
programmable with an NTC
thermistor. 

Lithium iron phosphate 
The LFP battery is a type of
rechargeable battery that uses a
nanoscale LiFePO4 material as a
cathode. LFP batteries have lower
energy density than other lithium
batteries designed for use in
consumer electronics; however,
they have longer lifetimes, better
power density and are inherently
safer. 
The nano phosphate technology

used in the cathode helps increase
the cathode’s surface area exposed
to the electrolyte. This allows
faster lithium insertion resulting
in more power and a higher
current rating. 
This feature makes LFP a

popular choice for replacing
automotive starter batteries, where

high peak power is needed. 
LFP battery materials and the

associated chemical reactions are
also inherently more stable than
other Li-ion chemistries, so it is
not often that LFP batteries are
damaged if mishandled or
misused. The chemical bonds
within the battery materials are
stronger, making them more
stable and resistant to extreme
conditions. They are also less
likely to release gasses when
overcharged and therefore less
likely to experience the
phenomenon called vent with
flame. 
Their inherent robustness makes

them an attractive option for small
backup batteries in applications
where safety concerns are front
and centre. Many vehicle
component makers cite this as a
principal reason that LFP cells are
frequently chosen for automotive
applications.
Fig. 2 shows the recommended

charging profile of an LFP battery.
It is very similar to that of a Li-
ion cell; however, the safe
charging range is at different cell

voltages. It has a nominal float
voltage of 3.2V with an upper
charge cut-off voltage of 3.65V
and a lower charge cut-off voltage
of 2.5V. 
As with Li-ion batteries,

charging an LFP outside of the
vendor defined upper and lower
charge thresholds can still be
detrimental to battery life,
although to a much less extent.
Between these levels, the charge
current should be held constant
within the range recommended for
the particular cell. In this case, the
vendor has recommended a
current between 400 and 500mA
for maximum battery life. And
similar to Li-ion batteries,
charging should be performed
within the stipulated temperature
range. 
Since consumer electronics have

typically favoured Li-ion over
LFP batteries for their higher
energy density, there have
traditionally been fewer dedicated
charging products for LFP cells.
However, given the recent
adoption of LFP in automotive
applications, new LFP chargers

are being introduced. They
provide an easy way to achieve
the recommended charging profile
for LFP batteries. 
For example, a single-cell

LiFePO4 battery charger for
automotive ecall systems can be
configured to provide the charging
profile shown in Fig, 2, and can
have built-in features to ensure the
battery is charged in a safe
manner.

Conclusion
The on-going electrification of
automobiles provides designers
with an entirely new set of
selection criteria, starting with the
battery chemistry’s end
application. While the charging
profile of an LFP battery is very
similar to that of a Li-ion cell, the
safe charging range is at different
cell voltages. 
Car makers worldwide are

installing ecall in their vehicle to
infrastructure systems. In the
event of a crash, the ecall system
automatically broadcasts its
location via GPS and contacts the
nearest 24-hour emergency call
centre for help.
Because of the inherent

robustness of LFP batteries, they
are an attractive option for small
backup battery ecall applications
where safety concerns are
important. Many vehicle
component makers cite this as a
principal reason that LFP cells are
frequently chosen for this
application. 

Theju Bernard is
a principal
applications
engineer for
Renesas
Electronics

“The on-going
electrification of
automobiles 
provides designers
with an entirely
new set of selection
criteria”
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MAKING SENSEMAKING SENSE
Giri Venkat evaluates functional safety 

in automotive image sensors
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As adas features such as
lane keeping assist,
adaptive cruise control

and automated braking for
collision avoidance evolve into
true autonomy, additional cameras
are making their way into
production vehicles. 
The primary sensor in almost all

adas deployments is the image
sensor. As adas progresses from
assistance to automation, the safe
operation of the vehicle will
depend more and more on the
reliability of the imaging
subsystem.
Underlying this is the fact that

to ensure a level of safety in adas
and autonomous systems, the
image sensor becomes a critical
component in the system’s overall
functional safety. 
With the introduction of ISO

26262, the concept of automotive
safety integrity levels has been
defined. Asils range from Asil-A
(lowest) to Asil-D (highest). An
Asil is determined by three factors
– severity of a failure, the
probability of a failure occurring
and the ability for the effect of the

failure to be controlled. The key
metrics that affect the safety
performance of the system include
detection, delay, efficiency and
effect.

Image sensors
Image sensors are a core
component of an adas and the
primary source of all vision
system data. They provide the raw
data that the rest of the system
uses to analyse the environment
and then make operational
decisions in the vehicle. In effect,
image sensors are the eyes of the
autonomous vehicle. Other

Fig. 3: Example of fault in the clock systemFig. 1: Block diagram of a typical image sensor

Fig. 2: Flowchart to determine safe versus unsafe faults

sensors such as radar and lidar
may also be used, but the primary
sources of data are the image
sensors. In addition to the sensors,
other components in the adas
include components that perform
the functions of image processing,
analysis and decision making.
The number of image sensors in

a typical adas is rapidly growing.
From a single forward looking
camera, to full surround view
systems, the number of cameras in
a vehicle can be anywhere from
one to over ten. The effect of
failures in the sensor depends on
the nature of the failure and can
range from insignificant to
critical. The ability for a system to
detect, protect and correct
individual failures in the image
sensor had significant
ramifications to overall safety and
reliability.
At its core, a cmos image sensor

is a rectangular array of photo-
sensitive pixels organised in rows
and columns. These pixels convert
the incident light into voltage or
current with a per-pixel analogue
circuit. The current and voltage
are then converted into digital
values, typically in a row-by-row
order. Additional digital logic
enables the data to be stored,

processed and transmitted to other
devices in the system for
subsequent processing and
analysis.
The data captured by the image

sensor in an adas application are
typically used by the system to
make decisions that affect the
operation of the vehicle. As adas
has increased in complexity, these
decisions have advanced from
generating simple audible and
visual warnings to much more
complex decisions including
braking, acceleration and steering,
and in future will progress to
completely autonomous driving. 

Failures
A very conservative view of a
failure in an image sensor would
be to define an unsafe fault as any
output that differs from a fault-
free model or known-good device
output, as shown in Fig. 2. At a
granular level, this would imply
that errors even at the pixel level
could constitute a failure. At
higher levels, row, column and
frame errors could also constitute
a failure. 
Implied are any problems in the

internal operation of the device,
either analogue or digital, that
could manifest themselves as
pixel, row, column or frame
errors. Finally, errors in the
physical transmission of data from
the sensor to the rest of the system

present another potential cause for
failure. Due to the dynamic nature
of video, faults can be static, that
is permanent or fixed, and
dynamic, both spatially and
temporally.
Taking this conservative

definition of failure in an image
sensor, the challenge to the design
is the detection of the presence of
a failure. Additionally, the system
may take measures to protect
against the occurrence of a system
failure or to correct or take
corrective action in the presence
of an individual sensor error. 
Faults that affect individual

pixels may appear to have
minimal impact to an adas.
However, considering the fact that
many of the most advanced object
detection algorithms can detect
objects in the image of less than
ten by ten pixels, individual pixel
errors, and certainly error clusters,
might affect an object
identification algorithm. Also,
failures that contribute to pixel
errors are likely to affect some
proportion of pixels across the
array. 

Since a pixel output is converted
to a digital value representing the
intensity of light at a given
position, a failure can be
considered to be any error or
corruption that causes any
incorrect value, whether static or
dynamic. Factors including power
delivery, device defects, excessive
noise or even ambient radiation
could cause errors. 
Due to the array nature of image

sensors, logic associated with the
row-column structure of the array
may also contribute to device
faults. Missing or duplicated rows
and/or columns can result in loss
of information or incorrect
representation of the scene.
Obvious errors such as a repeating
frame in a rear-view system could
lead to catastrophic consequences
by autonomous, semi-autonomous
and human driving.
Even if all elements of the

image frame, pixel, row-column
and frame data are error free,
transmission errors can cause
corruption of the data before they
reach the intended receiver
device. These transmission errors
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can be caused by any number of
natural phenomena that are
undetectable by the system.
These failures are general

categories of failures each
comprising hundreds of individual
failure modes. In fact, there are
literally thousands of individual
failures in an image sensor that
could lead to incorrect data being
received by downstream devices.
Decisions based on the incorrect
data could lead to a safety risk.
Ultimately, the system must be
able to identify and detect the
occurrence of these failures to
take risk mitigating actions.

Fault detection
Detection of faults in an image
sensor is a non-trivial exercise.
The nature and complexity of the
image sensor result in a staggering
number of failure modes that
could occur. The mix of analogue
and digital circuitry further
aggravates the problem. 
The pixel structure and

associated charge transfer and
readout circuits are analogue in
nature. Faults associated with

analogue circuits have different
behaviour than those in digital
circuits. 
During operation, a pixel may

suffer from a fault similar to a
digital stuck-at fault, which occurs
when a logic node becomes stuck
at a high or low value. Detecting a
fault such as a stuck pixel may
appear to be trivial on a host
processor. But as sensor
resolutions increase to 8Mpixels
and above, checking every pixel
for any of several fault conditions
on every frame for a given
window of time can begin to
consume a significant number of
processor cycles and memory. 
Detecting some types of pixel

faults, for example noise outside
the specified limits, may not even
be achievable at the system level.
Detecting faults in the analogue-
to-digital conversion stage, faults
that include missing codes, noise
and non-linearities, may also be
prohibitive or impossible to
perform on a host processor or at
the system level. 
In addition to analogue faults at

the pixel level, the system must

contend with digital faults at the
pixel level as well. If pixel data
are affected by digital errors that
cause bits to be shifted, higher
level processing may be unable to
even detect these errors. 
Similarly, while some types of

colour space errors may be easily
visible to the human eye,
computing devices may be unable
to detect such faults. Systemic
faults in the image processing and
transmission pipeline can cause
widely ranging error behaviour
that may or may not be detectable
by the system.
Spatial errors such as row or

column addressing errors that
result in repeated rows could be
detected at the system level but at
a cost of CPU cycles and memory.
The system has no guarantee the
sensor is even sending the rows
and columns in the correct order
and virtually no way to verify it. 
There may be generic methods

to determine that consecutive
images are similar to prior
images, but these may only
indicate gross failures in the
sensor. More subtle failures are

Fig. 4: Example of a fault in the analogue pipeline

Fig. 5: Example of a colour error due to an image pipeline fault

still beyond the scope of the
system to detect. Even in cases
where detection at the system
level is possible, accounting for
the vast number of failure modes
that are possible and performing
the analysis required to detect
them would be prohibitive in
terms of compute power as well
as being incomplete in coverage.
The last three failure modes to

consider are probably more
commonly encountered in other
digital circuits. The first is
ensuring that the data transmitted
by the sensor have not been
corrupted prior to being received
as the data may have to traverse
long and noisy transmission
media. The second is ensuring that
the memories and registers within
the sensor are functional and that
faults can be detected and/or
corrected. The third is a failure in
the internal logic or state
machines of the sensor.
The first may be solved by using

transmitters and receivers with
built in error checking and/or
error correcting coding. At the
very least this adds cost to the
system. The second can be solved
by the system periodically
checking the register and memory
contents of the sensor, but this
consumes resources. The third
could cause issues ranging from
catastrophic corruption of image
data to more insidious changes
that gradually corrupt frame data
over the course of many frames.
The former type could be easily
identified while the latter may be
completely invisible to any
system-level checking.
Another factor to consider is the

delay between the occurrence of
the fault and its detection.
Commonly referred to as fault

detection time interval (FDTI), the
detection delay has a significant
impact on the overall time
between the occurrence of the
fault and the transition of the
system into a safe state before a
hazardous event occurs, or fault
tolerant time interval (FTTI), as
shown in Fig. 7. 
In the case where the system is

required to perform some or all
the fault detection, the overall
FDTI includes the time for the
sensor to transmit the data to the
next stage, as well as the time
required for the system to receive,
analyse and detect the presence of
a fault.

Sensor-based functional safety
Sensors today offer test
capabilities integrated into the
device. Some image sensors
provide the ability to transmit a
defined test frame. Performing a
CRC check on the data could
indicate a possible fault in
transmission. This is a good first
step towards fault detection, but
often the test frame does not
exercise any significant portion of

the actual image capture pipeline,
especially the analogue portions. 
This type of check typically

only indicates faults in the
transmission data path and not in
the sensor itself. Additionally, the
faults caught by this method tend
to be static failures. 
Finally, the generation of a test

frame also takes the sensor, and
therefore the entire system, offline
for a finite period. All these
drawbacks point to the need for a
real-time method of detecting
possible faults at the pixel level of
the image sensor.
When considering image

sensors for an adas or autonomous
vehicle system, analogue fault
coverage should be a serious
consideration. More advanced
sensors offer significant
functional safety mechanisms that
provide diagnostics of the
analogue portion of the sensor,
which in most modern sensors
occupy more than half of the total
circuit area. A high level of
analogue diagnostic coverage is
essential to robust image sensor
functional safety. 
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Fig. 7: System-based fault detection time versus 
sensor-based fault detection time

A simple metric to differentiate
sensors can be the number of
analogue safety mechanisms
supported by the sensor. While
certain analogue safety
mechanisms may require some
additional computational, a key
factor will be the amount of
additional processing required to
detect the fault. More advanced
safety mechanisms will require
less computation, often limited to
bounds checking, while less
sophisticated mechanisms will
require more elaborate, compute
intensive processing.
Another step towards safety is

the inclusion of a frame counter
within the sensor. This allows the
system to detect when capture has
failed for some reason. Counting
pixels and lines can provide even
better fault coverage by detecting
that the sensor is transmitting the
correct number of rows and
columns per frame. This may
capture dynamic failures, but the
detection of missing columns or
rows indicates that the fault is
fairly severe and renders the
frame unusable.
These failure modes produce

errors that vary in nature from
randomly distributed errors to
repetitive or fixed errors that
require varying levels of

computing power and memory to
detect. Individually, detection of a
given error could be efficiently
performed by any adas processor. 
While detecting any given type

of fault may be possible with
some backend processing,
detecting every possible type of
fault in every frame becomes a
monumental task even for the
highest performance processors.
Having on-sensor functional
safety mechanisms that perform

Fig. 6: Example of a fault in the row addressing logic

the bulk of the fault detection
could reduce this computing
demand to the simple checking of
status or health indicator bits or
registers that consume virtually no
significant system resources.
In addition to reducing

computational demands on the
system, sensor based diagnostic
coverage can also significantly
reduce the FDTI. 
The most advanced functional

safety devices today take into
consideration the wide range of
failure modes that could occur in
an image sensor and offer three
key advantages: first, the ability to
achieve the lowest latency from
failure to notification; secondly,
the ability to provide safety
notification in real time, without
affecting the operation, quality or
performance of the sensor; and,
finally, to offer the highest fault
coverage at the lowest
computation and cost.

Fault coverage 
Many image sensor vendors make
bold claims of high fault coverage
including Asil-B and Asil-C
support, but how can tier-one
manufacturers and OEMs verify
these claims? Another important
factor is the ability to develop a
system with higher fault coverage
incorporating a sensor with a
lower Asil, that is Asil
decomposition. 
Typically, diagnostic coverage is

based on guidelines given in ISO
26262. However, many sensor
manufacturers quote these
numbers solely based on the type
of test implemented, with little or
no consideration of the details of
the implementation or any of the
other variations in ISO 26262.
This usually results in artificially
high diagnostic coverage
estimates and, to the benefit of the
sensor vendor, an equally
artificially high Asil rating. This
begs the question of how to
determine diagnostic coverage of
safety mechanisms accurately.

The best way to determine
diagnostic coverage is through
actual fault injection to determine
if a given fault is detected by a
safety mechanism. However, with
the number of gates in a typical
image sensor being in excess of
1.5 million, exhaustive fault
injection is practically infeasible.
In addition, automotive image
sensors today can contain over
eight million pixels in addition to
other analogue circuitry. 
To address this, statistical

methods can be employed that
enable the calculation of
diagnostic coverage within a
given margin of error. Statistical
fault injection can be effectively
used to achieve margins of error
of less than five per cent. This
gives the ability to calculate
diagnostic coverage to within a
few per cent. 

Conclusion
When considering the overall
safety of an autonomous vehicle,
understanding the diagnostic

coverage of an image sensor to a
high level of accuracy is vital.
Having an image sensor whose
diagnostic coverage estimation
based on recommendations and
guidelines creates a high degree of
uncertainty when performing the
safety analysis of the overall
system. 
Conversely, having an image

sensor whose diagnostic coverage
is known to be accurate to within
a few per cent gives high
confidence in the overall safety of
the autonomous system.
Documents such as the FMEDA
failure modes, effects and
diagnostics analysis can give a
clear picture of how the safety
mechanisms are tested and how
diagnostic coverage is calculated.

Geri Venkat is
responsible for
image sensor
technical
marketing at On
Semiconductor
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Automotive and aerospace
manufacturers are
increasingly turning to

fibre lasers to resolve their
manufacturing challenges. Fibre
lasers are very stable and reliable
instruments, which offer the best
beam quality for material
processing applications where
precision is important. 
Compared with traditional

manufacturing processes such as

FIBRE MORALS
Nilushi Wijeyasinghe discusses 
why automotive and aerospace 
manufactures are turning to fibre lasers

resistance spot welding or
conventional laser welding (gas
and solid-state), fibre lasers
provide improved energy
efficiency, smaller machine
footprint, lower maintenance
requirements, improved machine
lifetime and faster cycle times for
high-volume production.
Consequently, process speed is
increased; material costs and
operation costs are reduced.

The superior precision provided
by fibre lasers is particularly
useful for manufacturers
switching to electric and
lightweight vehicle designs.
Significant weight reduction is
achieved by reducing the size of
flanges via fibre laser welding,
while the safe engineering of
batteries is enabled by wobble-
beam fibre welding. 
Key players developing fibre

lasers for automotive
manufacturing include Trumpf in
Germany and the fibre laser
market leader IPG Photonics from
the USA. 
While laser processing is less

common in the aerospace
industry, activities such as the
Innovate UK Oliver project that
explores game-changing
technologies for aerospace aim to
improve this with support from

IPG Photonics. Of the $1.4bn
revenue IPG Photonics reported
for 2017, 94.6% originated from
material processing. End-users of
IPG Photonics fibre lasers include
Volkswagen, BMW, Ford and
Boeing.
Inside a fibre laser, rare-earth

metal elements doped into an
optical fibre function as the gain
medium and determine the infra-
red output wavelength. Fibre

lasers can easily achieve average
output power in the range of 1W
to more than 10kW, or function as
ultrafast pulsed energy sources.
Many fibre-based machines use
back reflection protection
protocols for optimised processing
of reflective metals.
Technical advances and price

reduction in fibre laser systems
have also led to their use in 3D
printers for metal deposition,

Fibre laser processing enables fast, high-quality, precision engineering 
of lightweight bodies, batteries and power electronics
Image: Trumpf
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which are primarily targeted at the
aerospace industry. Products
available range from metal
printers using powder bed fusion
processes to those employing
wire-fed deposition. The latter
enables dual functionality in
additive manufacturing and laser

brazing. 
Examples of cost-effective,

fibre-based 3D printers include
those offered by Xact Metal in the
USA, which spun out from Penn
State University and established
itself as a new player in the 3D
printer market in 2017. Xact’s

Global fibre laser market forecast from IDTechEx

Fibre lasers are based on metal doped optical fibres 
Image: Fraunhofer ILT

selective laser melting machines
can print several metals including
aluminium, titanium, stainless
steel and super alloys. 
The key innovation is the

patented gantry system with
lightweight mirrors that move the
laser beam in x-y motion. The
absence of complex optics present
in conventional metal printers
reduces system
cost.

Nilushi
Wijeyasinghe is
technology
analyst at
IDTechEx

3D printing of metals enabled
via selective laser melting with
a fibre laser system 
Image: Xact Metal

Deutsche Telekom’s
corporate arm T Systems
is providing software to

evaluate very large amounts of
machine-generated data in a short
time. Two German car makers are
using this to develop new models
and driver assistant systems on
test tracks and simulations. 
And it’s looking good: the

software compresses the data to
about ten per cent of the original
volume without information loss.
This reduces calculation times in
the computing cluster responsible
for analysing the data. 
But the trick behind the system

lies in good data preparation for
simultaneous analysis using a
large number of computers. This
allows the data to be evaluated up
to 40 times faster. The process’
creators have applied for a patent.

ON THE LINEON THE LINE

How a telecoms company is helping car
makers develop new models

What with distance sensors,
emission measurement, interior
microphones and so on, modern
cars are producing ever increasing
amounts of data. And models
currently in pre-production testing
are generating even more
information. 
A single prototype now

generates about 10,000 values
simultaneously. That typically
adds up to up to three terabytes of
data per hour. 
Once a test drive has been

completed, the engineers feed the
data recorded on the on-board
hard drive into their computers.
The analysis process used to take
days. With T Systems’ invention,
however, the analysis software
finishes the job in hours. This
allows engineers to identify
familiar sensor patterns quickly.

At the same time, the software can
find co-relations between the
10,000 separate data streams
entirely autonomously.
And preparing the data

produced by test drives in this
way has another benefit: it speeds
up the evaluation process. When a
supplier makes changes to the
software in a control device, there
is no need to put the prototypes
through another 150,000km of test
driving. Instead, the car maker can
integrate the updated control
devices into a simulator. 
The simulator then re-runs the

signals recorded during the test
drives and saves the responses of
the control devices in the T
Systems cloud. The results of this
process are available in a few
short hours, allowing the
engineers to go on to the next
stage of development faster. 
That’s how they can integrate

device software with a step-by-
step process, and do so quickly.
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PRODUCTS

A circuit protection diode
from Protek Devices can
protect two automotive
Can bus lines from elec-
trostatic discharge and
other fast transients.

As well as being AEC
qualified, the Pam3Can is
compatible with several
IEC standards such as:
61000-4-2 (ESD) level 4;
61000-4-4 (EFT) 40A,
5/50ns; and with 61000-
4-5 (surge) 2.1A, 8/20µs.

The diode provides
150W of peak pulse
power per line (typical
8/20µs). ESD protection
is 15kV. The rated stand-
off voltage is 24V.

Operating and storage
temperatures are -55 to
+150˚C. It also has a low
clamping voltage, low ca-
pacitance and low leak-
age current. It is RoHS
and Reach compliant.

The diode comes in a
moulded Jedec sot-23
package and weighs
about 8mg. Mechanical
characteristics include
lead-free pure-tine plating
(annealed) and a solder
reflow temperature of
(pure-tin – Sn, 100) 260
to 270˚C. Flammability
rating is UL 94V-0.

Diode
protects
Can lines

A six-axis inertial sensor
is for high-resolution mo-
tion tracking in vehicle
navigation and telematics
applications.

The automotive-grade
ASM330LHH from ST
Microelectronics serves
demands for continuous,
accurate vehicle location
to support automated
services. It lets dead-reck-
oning algorithms calcu-
late precise position from
sensor data if satellite sig-
nals are blocked. This
often happens in urban
canyons, tunnels, covered
roadways, parking
garages or dense forests.

Its low-noise, tempera-
ture-stable design enables
telematics services such
as e-tolling, tele-diagnos-
tics and ecall assistance.
Precision inertial data in
six axes also meet the
needs of automated-dri-
ving systems.

Magneti Marelli has se-
lected the device for
telematics systems, to be
fitted as original equip-
ment by automotive
groups in upcoming vehi-
cle ranges.

Engineering samples
will be available for eval-
uation this quarter, and
volume production will
begin before the end of
the year.

Temperature range is up
+105˚C. Built-in temper-

Six-axis inertial
sensor tracks motion

ature compensation elim-
inates any need for exter-
nal compensation algo-
rithms over its operating
range.

Qualified to AEC-
Q100, it is built on the
firm’s proprietary Thelma
mems process technol-
ogy, which enables inte-
gration of both the
three-axis accelerometer
and three-axis angular-
rate sensor (gyroscope)
on the same silicon to im-
prove yield, quality and
reliability.

The electronic interface
integrates the signal chain
for both sensors on a sin-
gle die using 130nm
HCMOS9A technology.

Reference designs as
well as STM’s Teseo
satellite-positioning mod-
ules and related software
are available.

The dead-reckoning al-
gorithm included with the
Teseo III GNSS-receiver
chipset already supports
the device to generate a
high-accuracy output
suitable for autonomous
navigation.

The 3 by 2.5 by
0.83mm device is pack-
aged as a leadless land
grid array.

SiC semiconductor de-
vices from Wolfspeed suit
electric vehicles for on-
board power conversion
systems and off-board
charging.

The E series is a com-
mercial range of SiC
mosfets and diodes that
are AEC-Q101 qualified
and PPAP capable.

Using rugged planar
technology, they are
claimed to offer the low-
est switching losses and
highest figure of merit.

The 900V mosfet is for
use in EV battery charg-
ers and high voltage DC-

DC converters and is in
the company’s 6.6kW B-
directional on-board
charger reference design.

The MPS merged-pin
Schottky diodes deliver
reliability for on-board
power conversion and
solar inverters.

The diodes deliver a
1.2kV blocking capability
with a current rating up to
20A at a junction temper-
ature up to +175˚C. Ref-
erence designs for the
diodes include a 20kW
two-level AFE and DC-
DC converter for off-
board chargers.

SiC devices meet AEC-Q101

An AEC-Q200 qualified
thick-film power resistor
from Vishay Intertechnol-
ogy has a clip mount
TO247 package for direct
mounting on a heatsink.

For automotive applica-
tions, the Sfernice LTO
150 has power dissipation
of 150W at a +45˚C case
temperature and an im-
proved pulse handling ca-
pability.

The device is claimed to
provide up to 70% higher
power dissipation than
competing devices in the
TO247 package. This re-
duces the need for com-
ponents to cool the
resistor, saving board
space, simplifying lay-
outs and reducing costs.
These benefits are ampli-
fied by the 30% improve-
ment in energy handling

Thick-film power resistor
compared with similar
TO247 devices, which al-
lows designers to use
fewer resistors.

Offering high tempera-
ture operation to +175˚C
and a resistance values
from 0.03Ω to 1.3MΩ,
the device serves as the
pre-charge or discharge
resistor for inverters, con-
verters and on-board
chargers for electric vehi-
cles hybrid electric vehi-
cles and plugged hybrid
electric vehicles.

It can also be used in
general industrial and
military power conver-
sion applications.

The RoHS-compliant
device has a non-induc-
tive design and tolerances
down to ±1%.

Omron has expanded its
range of AC latching
power relays with con-
nectivity options to meet
applications such as EV
charge stations. The
G9TA and G9TB relays
provide switching cur-
rents up to 60 and 120A,
respectively.

The G9TA AC power
latching relays can pro-
vide high power switch-
ing, low contact
resistance and vibration
resistance for applications
up to 60A switching cur-
rent. These relays have
2mΩ contact resistance,

Relay connectivity targets EV charging

6kV impulse withstand
voltage, 250V AC switch-
ing voltage and 12V DC
coil voltage.

Operating temperature
is -40 to +85˚C. The high
magnetic latching force is

responsible for providing
vibration resistance.

Dimensions are 37.5 by
33 by 18mm.

The G9TB is designed
with high overcurrent ca-
pability and conforms to

IEC62055-31 UC3.
These latching relays

measure 37.5 by 43.5 by
22.5mm. They use a sil-
ver-alloy contact material
and have 0.4mΩ contact
resistance, 276V AC
maximum switching volt-
age and -40 to +85˚C op-
erating temperature.

The G9TA is available
with M5 securing screw
and welding (solder lug)
terminals.

The G9TB with its
larger power capacity
comes with M8 securing
screw and welding (sol-
der lug) terminals.

Can disturbances
The VH6501 from Vector
lets test engineers and de-
velopers produce a wide
variety of digital and ana-
logue disturbances pre-
cisely and reproducibly in
Can-FD networks.

It is thus suitable for au-
tomatically testing the
error handling of ECUs.
Such tests are an essential
part of conformity tests in
the automotive industry.

It serves the test tool
Canoe as a normal net-
work interface. The fault
functionality is controlled
via the CAPL program-
ming language .
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An integrated power
management device from
Analog Devices is for
systems that require mul-
tiple low-voltage outputs
generated from an input
voltage as high as 60V.

The Power by Linear
LTC3372 has a 60V syn-
chronous buck switching
regulator controller fol-
lowed by four config-
urable synchronous
monolithic buck regula-
tors. This combination
provides up to five effi-
cient low quiescent cur-
rent outputs in a single
IC, suitable for automo-
tive, industrial and med-
ical applications.

The buck controller op-
erates over a 4.5 to 60V
input voltage range and
drives an all n-channel
mosfet power stage. Its
output can be pro-
grammed to either 3.3 or
5V and can generate an
output current up to 20A.
The controller output is

Low IQ buck controller
for multiple outputs
typically used to feed the
four monolithic buck reg-
ulators.

Each monolithic buck
channel can be pro-
grammed to regulate an
output voltage down to
0.8V with a configurable
output current up to 4A.

Eight 1A integrated
power stages are pro-
grammed by the C1-C3
pins into one of eight
unique configurations,
from a quad 2A buck to a
dual 4A buck. This allows
only one inductor per
channel.

The low IQ device suits
battery-powered or auto-
motive applications in
which one or more power
supply rails are always
on. With just the high
voltage controller en-
abled, the device draws

15µA from a 12V input
supply while regulating
the output to 5V at no
load.

Each monolithic buck
regulator adds only 8µA
of additional IQ per chan-

nel enabled.
The monolithic buck

switching frequency can
be programmed from 1 to
3MHz and can be syn-
chronised to an external
clock while the buck con-
troller switches at a sixth
of this frequency.

Additional features in-
clude foldback current
limiting, soft-start, short-
circuit protection and
output overvoltage pro-
tection.

The part is available
from stock in a thermally
enhanced 48-pin 7 by
7mm QFN package. E
and I grades are specified
over an operating junc-
tion temperature of -40 to
+125˚C, and the H grade
operates from -40°C to
+150˚C.

Automotive-qualified
aluminium electrolytic
capacitors from Pana-
sonic have a ripple cur-

rent 2 to 2.5 times higher
than existing FC series
products and capacitance
values up to sixty per cent

higher than existing FC
series products.

The FP series of radial
lead type devices also
have an endurance of
4000 to 5000hr at
+105˚C.

Operating temperature
is -55 to +105˚C, rated
voltage 25 to 35V DC,
capacitance 510 to
2000µF, and capacitance
tolerance ±20% (120Hz,
+20°C).

The devices are RoHS
compliant and AEC-
Q200 qualified.

Aluminium caps

A detect switch for
safety-critical applica-
tions in automotive and
industrial is optimised for
systems requiring contact
redundancy and fast
switching time.

The C&K SSW switch
is a double-pole double-
throw device to help im-
prove functional safety in
electronic designs.

Features include built-
in redundancy, self-fail-
ure detection and lack of
bi-stability with con-
trolled switching time.

Applications include

Switch helps functional safety

electric parking brakes
and x-by-wire, which
each require functional
safety in accordance with
ISO 26262, as well as
other applications where
low-level signals are
used.

It is IP67 sealed to pre-
vent liquid and dust

ingress and provides me-
chanical and electrical
stability, with the durabil-
ity needed to withstand
operating temperatures
from -40 to +85˚C.

The switch is supplied
on tape and reel packag-
ing, in a surface-mount
format with gull wing ter-
minations.

This vertical detect
switch supports low-level
switching (5V, 1mA) and
has low acoustics for
snap-acting devices. It
has switching travel com-
patibility with existing

products on the market.
By using horizontal

cam actuation, the switch
enables short travel of
mobile contacts, thereby
providing switching times
less than 15ms.

The patented design en-
sures that contacts are
working in one direction
only in controlled dis-
tances, resulting in low
stress and constant con-
tact pressure. Life ex-
pectancy is 300,000
electrical cycles, even
under harsh environment
stress conditions.

With the BC51M box PC,
MEN has expanded its
modular family concept.
The fanless and mainte-
nance-free device can be
used in graphics and
memory intensive appli-
cations in trains, buses or
commercial vehicles.

The PC is based on the

Intel Atom E3900 series,
optionally with two or
four cores, up to 1.6GHz.

With 8Gbyte DDR3
sdram, rear accessible SD
card, integrated eMMC
memory and optional
Sata HDD/SSD, the box
PC has the necessary stor-
age capacity for entertain-

ment servers or video sur-
veillance systems.

It can take over wireless
on-board functions such
as internet on board, posi-
tioning via GNSS, enter-
tainment or predictive
maintenance.

There is support or up
to two DisplayPort inter-

Box PC suits memory intensive applications
faces with a maximum
resolution of 4K, as well
as two Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces, one USB 2.0,
one HD audio and two
variable connections for
serial IO, Can bus, MVB
or Ibis.

Two PCI Express mini
card slots and two micro-
sim slots provide flexibil-
ity in implementing
mobile service standards
up to 4G LTE or wlan.

The system is designed
for fanless operation at
temperatures from -40 to
+85˚C. Thanks to the in-
tegrated 30W, 24V DC
wide-range power supply,
the box PC complies with
the railway standard EN
50155 and ISO 7637-2
for road vehicles.
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An automotive radar echo
generator from Rohde &
Schwarz is for final test
and inspection on OEM
and tier-one production
lines. The AReg 100A
tests radar sensors in the
24GHz ISM band and in
the E band at 77 or
79GHz.

It simulates echoes of
up to four artificial target
objects at fixed distan-
ces. User-configurable
Doppler offsets can op-
tionally be applied to sim-
ulate radial movement of
the objects.

Users can specify de-
sired fixed distances at
the time of order.

The instrument can test
long- and short-range
radars. It supports band-
widths up to 4GHz in the
E band and can simulate
objects at a minimum dis-
tance of 4m if the dis-

Echo generator tests radar sensors

tance between the front
end and the DUT is
80cm.

The European regula-
tory authorities have stip-
ulated mandatory tests in
the Radio Equipment Di-
rective (RED) to ensure
safe operation and coex-
istence of automotive
radar sensors, particularly
with respect to au-
tonomous driving. For
tests specified in the RED
Etsi EN 303396 standard,
the instrument provides

calibrated input and out-
put ports in the IF band.

The immunity of the
sensors to interference
signals can be checked
with a connected RF sig-
nal generator.

The occupied band-
width and spurious emis-
sions can be measured
with a connected signal
and spectrum analyser.

And the total radiated
power (equivalent iso-
tropic radiated power,
EIRP) can be determined

precisely using a con-
nected power meter.

All that is needed is an
RF signal generator up to
6GHz, a signal and spec-
trum analyser and a
power meter with 8GHz
bandwidth, since the mil-
limetre wave hardware of
the front end can be used
with all of these instru-
ments.

No additional millime-
tre wave T&M equipment
is needed to carry out the
tests.

Allegro has added the
A8660, ARG81880 and
ARG81801 to its regula-
tors portfolio. They re-
duce EMI by switching
frequency dithering and
allow system noise man-
agement though external
clock synchronisation.

They are AEC-Q100
qualified, operate over a
wide input voltage to
withstand stop-start, cold
crank and load dump con-
ditions, and can switch at
2.2MHz. They output
current from sub 1A to
10A, provide tightly reg-
ulated supply rails across
temperatures, and are for
automotive and industrial
applications such as adas,
HUD, telematics, info-
tainment, clusters, camera
recorders, ECUs, smart
appliances, automation,
robotics and IoT.

The A8660 synchro-
nous buck controller can
drive loads up to 10A and
addresses the need for
higher power in automo-
biles and industrial equip-
ment. It uses flexible
power monitoring with

adjustable rising delay for
microcontroller reset and
power sequencing.

A high voltage, battery-
short tolerant enable
input, combined with a
second logic level input
signal, simplifies ignition
input driven automotive
designs. The A8660
comes in a 4×4 QFN-20
wettable flank package
with exposed power pad.

The ARG81880 re-
quires three external com-
ponents. Selectable cur-
rent limit reduces induc-
tor and capacitor size. Its
20ns controllable on-time
facilitates 18 to 2.5V con-
version at 2MHz without
pulse skipping. It pro-
vides up to 800mA output
current and comes in a
low-profile ten-pin 3×3
QFN exposed pad wet-
table flank package.

The ARG81801 pro-
vides thermal perform-
ance for up to 3A designs,
even on PCBs with no
vias under the thermal
pad, and comes in a 4×4
QFN-24 exposed pad
wettable flank package.

Three added to
regulators range

Automotive infotainment
designers can more easily
upgrade to higher resolu-
tion displays with re-
duced cost and smaller
size using the Max
20069, claims Maxim In-
tegrated.

The device integrates
four I2C-controlled,
150mA LED backlight
drivers and a four-output
TFT LCD bias in a single
chip.

It supports larger screen
sizes and higher resolu-
tion by providing positive
and negative analogue
supply voltages, both of
which are required for
low-temperature polysili-
con panels that deliver
higher resolution and
lower cost than amor-
phous silicon panels now
in use.

The IC also supports the
high currents that next-
generation displays re-
quire, with 150mA per
channel in the four-chan-

nel LED driver for
20.5cm or larger displays
and higher resolutions.

It operates over the -40
to +105˚C ambient tem-
perature range and is
available in a 6 by 6mm
TQFN package.

A single board supports
panels from multiple
manufacturers through a
resistor or I2C program-
mable sequencing to re-
duce size further .

It is said to use 25 per
cent of the microcon-
troller register bits com-
pared with its closest
competitor, eliminating
the need for a more pow-
erful and costlier MCU in
display designs. And it is
claimed to deliver twice
the dimming ratio, main-
taining panel readability
during transition to differ-
ent light conditions.

Increased resolution is
supported through a
10,000:1 PWM dimming
ratio at 200Hz.

IC for increased
display resolution


